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Abstract 
For a set ~2 of pairwise disjoint sets of ends of an infinite graph, we define the concepts of 
d-paths and of d-separators, and we determine the maximum number of pairwise disjoint 
d-path. 
Introduction 
This paper is the concluding sequel of two papers [ 11,121 which generalize different 
extensions [13,5,7] of Menger’s theorem to infinite graphs admitting their ends as 
ideal points. 
If z. and r1 are two different ends of a graph G, the natural way to define 
a zozl-path is to consider any double ray (two-way infinite path) consisting of the 
union of two rays R. and RI, with Ri~zi for i=O, 1. A trivial example given by Halin 
[S] shows, however, that this definition is insufficient to get a good extension of 
Menger’s theorem when the graph is not locally finite. This example led us in [ 111, 
and previously with a slight difference in [7], to define a ror,-path, not only as 
a particular double ray, but also as a ray or a path W such that if, for some i~(0, l}, 
W does not contain a ray belonging to zi, then it has an endvertex which cannot be 
separated from ri by a finite set of vertices. 
NOW, for a family &:=(Ai)ipI of pairwise disjoint sets of ends of a graph G, an 
d-path is defined as an AiA,-path (i.e. a rirj-path with riEAi and zj~Aj) for some 
different i, jE1. As in all situations pertaining to paths and separation, the question of 
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the maximum number of pairwise disjoint d-paths, denoted by disj(&), is of funda- 
mental concern. Our former papers [ll, 123 dealt with two special cases of this 
problem. 
An d-separator is an ordered pair (S, T) with S z V(G) and T L E(G) such that 
any d-path has a vertex in S or an edge in T. An &-separator (S, T) is dispersed if the 
deletion of S u u T does not destroy any end belonging to U& (i.e. for every end 
rCUi,lA; the subgraph G-(S u UT) has exactly one end included in z). The 
existence of such dispersed &-separators is ensured if and only if, for any ill, every 
element of Ai can be separated from Uj + i Aj by a finite set of vertices; ~4 is then said 
to be D-separable. The evaluation of disj(d) when d is D-separable was completely 
solved in [l l] for 111= 2, by a Menger-like theorem, and in [12], for any I, by a result 
which is of the same type as a theorem of Mader [6], and whose proof uses the 
extension of this theorem to infinite graphs that we gave in the same paper. Finally in 
the present paper, without making any restriction on the set &, we get a general 
theorem which includes the preceding results as special cases. 
1. Preliminaries 
1.1. If X is a set we denote by 1x1 its cardinality, by ‘$3(X) its power set, 
and for a cardinal n, by [Xl” (resp. [Xl’“) the set of its subsets of cardinality n 
(resp. <n). 
1.2. A graph G is a set V(G) (vertex set) together with a set E(G) L [ V(G)12 (edge set). 
H is a subgruph of G if V(H) and E(H) are subsets of V(G) and E(G), respectively. H is 
an induced subgruph if H is a subgraph such that E(H)=[I’(H)12 nE(G). For 
A E V(G) we denote by G ) A. the subgraph of G induced by A. If B is any set, and 
Hanygraph,wedefineG-B:=GJ(V(G)-B)and G-H:=G-V(H).For TE E(G) 
we denote by G(T) the subgraph of G whose edge set is T, and vertex set is UT. 
The union of a family (Gi)ipl of graphs is the graph UierGi given by 
I’(Ui,,Gi)= Uisl l’(Gi) and E( UieIGi)= UielE(Gi). The intersection is defined 
similarly. If X and Y are subgraphs of G, then the boundary of X with Y is the 
set 93(X, Y):= {XE V(X): {x,y}eE(G) f or some YE V( Y-X)}. In particular 
@(X):=$%(X, G) is the boundary of X. The set of components of G is denoted by %?:G, 
and if x is a vertex, then %?c(x) is the component of G containing x. A path 
W:=(xO ,..., x,) is a graph with I’(W’)={xO ,..., x,}, xi #xj if i #j, and 
E(W={{xi,xi+l}: 0 <i<n}. A ray or one-way infinite path R:=(xo,xl, . ..). and 
a double-ray or two-way infinite path D:= ( . . . , x _ 1, x,,, x1, . . . ) are defined similarly. 
A path (x0,..., x,) is called an x0x,-path. For A, B c V(G), an AB-path of G, or 
simply an A-path when A = B, is an xy-path of G whose only vertices in A u B are 
x and y, with XEA and ycB (and possibly x=y). Two paths are internally disjoint if 
they have at most their endpoints in common. 
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1.3. The ends of a graph G (this concept was introduced by Freudenthal [l] and 
independently by Halin [2]) are the classes of the equivalence relation -G defined on 
the set of all rays of G by R-G R’ if and only if there is a ray R” which intersects each of 
R and R’ infinitely often; or equivalently if and only if %?+s(R)=+Z+s(R’) for any 
finite S c V(G) (where %?G _ s( R) denotes the component of G - S containing a subray 
of R). We will use the following notations: 
~ if R is a ray of G, then [RIG is the class of R modulo -c; 
- Z(G) is the set of all ends of G; 
~ if H is a subgraph of G, then Z,(G) is the set of ends of G having rays of H as 
elements; 
- if r~2(G) and S is a finite subset of V(G), then +ZG_s(r) is the component of 
G-S containing a ray in r; and if A z 2(G) then %?+s(A):= UIEa%+s(r); 
- if r~2(G) then V,:={XEV(G): x~V(%+s(r)) for any finite subset S of 
V(G)--(x)}, and m(z):=sup {199[: .% E z, and Rn R’=@ for every {R,R’}E[B?]~}; 
by a result of Halin [4, Satz l] there is a set 9 of pairwise disjoint rays in r such that 
I9l=m(r). 
1.4. For every finite S c V(G) we denote by S* the equivalence relation on 2(G) 
defined by 
(r,r’)~S* if and only if %‘+s(r)=$?_s(z’). 
The family (S*)sEtVCc)IC~ is a base of a Hausdorff uniformity on 2(G) (see [7]). We will 
assume that, throughout this paper, the end set 2(G) of a graph G is endowed with the 
topology induced by this uniformity, i.e. the topology such that, for every end r, the 
family (S*(r))s,tVC,n<m is a local basis at the point r. For any A G 2 (G) we will denote 
by 2 the closure of A for this topology. 
1.5. An infinite subset S of V(G) is concentrated in G if it has the following equivalent 
properties [7, Theorem 3.51: 
(i) there is an end z such that S- V(V+,(r)) is finite for any finite F L V(G) (S is 
said to be “concentrated in 7”); 
(ii) for all infinite subsets T and U of S there is an infinite family of pairwise disjoint 
TU-paths in G. 
1.6. Lemma. Zfan inJnite subset S of V(G) is concentrated in z~2(G), and if m(z) is 
infinite, then there is an infinite set of pairwise disjoint rays in z originating in S. 
Proof. By a result of Halin [3, Satz 4”] there are two sequences (Rf),,, and (R,‘),,, 
each containing disjoint rays in r such that, for every (n,m)EN2: (Rz) n (Ri) is a finite 
path; and for i=O, 1, if RL:=(x,,x 1, . . . ) and (x,, X~)E V(R,!-‘) x V(RA;‘;), then h < k. 
Since S is concentrated in T, there is an infinite set -Ilr of pairwise disjoint SA-paths, 
where A:= V(u,,,(R,O u R,‘)). Denote by B the set of endpoints of these paths which 
are in A. Since B is infinite, by the properties of the families (Rz), <w and (R,! )n <o, there 
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exists an infinite subset W of {Ri: n <w> for some k{O, 11, such that B n V(R) # 8 for 
all RE W. For each RE W, denote by bR an element of B n V(R), by W, the path in 
^Iy- containing bR, and by R- the subray of R originating at bR. Then { W, u R-: 
REW} is an infinite set of pairwise disjoint rays in z originating in S. 0 
1.7. Let A E ‘X(G). A set S of vertices of G is A-dispersed if it has the following 
equivalent properties [ 11, Proposition 0.61: 
(i) for every TEA there is finite F c V(G) such that S n V(%o_,(z)=@ 
(ii) S has no subset concentrated in some end TEA. 
We denote by D(A) the set of A-dispersed subsets of V(G). 
1.8. A multi-ending of a graph G is an induced subgraph M of G satisfying: 
(Ml) M is connected; 
(M2) the boundary of M with every component of G-M is finite; 
(M3) any infinite subset of V(M) which is concentrated in G is also concen- 
trated in M; 
(M4) M contains a ray; 
(M5) I$R,~ = I’~R,~ for any ray R of M; 
(M6) for any family (Ri)i,r of pairwise disjoint rays of G such that { [Ri]o: 
ie:I} E 2,(G), there is a family (Ri)i,, of pairwise disjoint rays of M such that Ri n RI 
is infinite for every iE1. 
A multi-ending M is an ending if 12(M) I= 1. 
1.9. By [S, 1.141 and [9,8.3] for any ray R ofG there is an ending M ofG which 
contains R. 
1.10. From now on, d:= {Ai: iel} will be a set of pairwise disjoint subsets of the end 
set 2(G) of some infinite graph G. If %I is such another, we will write a a & if 
a:=(Bi: iEZ} with Bi c Ai for every iEZ. 
2. d-Paths 
2.1. Definition. Let z. and zi be two distinct ends of G. A roTI-path is a finite or 
infinite path (ray or double ray) W of G such that: 
- if W is a double ray then 2w(G)=(ro,z1}; 
- if Wis a ray (x0,x1,... ) then WEZi for some i~(0, l> and x,,EV,,_,; 
_ if W is a path (x0, . . ..x.) then xo~VCi and x,EV_ for some i~(0, l}. 
2.2. For a set &:= { Ai: ill} of pairwise disjoint subsets of 2(G), we call &-path any 
rizj-path with (zi,Zj)EAiX Aj and {i,j}~[Z]‘; and we denote by DISJ(&) the set of 
all sets of pairwise disjoint d-paths. Finally we set 
disj(d):=sup (191: ~EDISJ(&‘)}. 
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3. d-separators, D-separable sets 
3.1. Definition. An ordered pair (S, T)E‘$( V(G)) x y(E(G)) is an d-separator if it 
has the following properties: 
(i) S n u T=@; 
(ii) every d-path W has a vertex in S or an edge in T, i.e. V(W) n S # 0 or 
E(W)nT#@ 
We will denote by SEP(&‘) the set of all &-separators, and by SEP,(&‘) the set of 
d-separators consisting only of vertices, i.e. of the form ($0). 
3.2. Remarks. We have clearly 
(1) (S, T)&EP(&) if and only if (S, T)ESEP(Ai,Aj) for every {i, j}E[Z]‘. 
(2) If (S, T)&EP(d) then (S u u T, O)&EP,(&). 
3.3. Definition. We set 
D-SEP(&‘):= { (S, T)&EP(&): S u u T&( &zI)}; 
and we will say that J$ is D-separable if D-SEP(&) # 8. 
If (S, T)ESEP(&), and if S u u T is infinite, this set of vertices may contain all the 
vertices of a ray, or can separate two rays belonging to the same end, and then may 
split or even destroy an end in U&. But this cannot happen if (S, T)ED-SEP(&), by 
the definition itself of U&-dispersed sets of vertices. For this reason, these particular 
&-separators will take an important part in the following. 
3.4. Proposition. If d is D-separable then (S, T)E‘$ ( V(G)) x ‘$3 (E(G)) is an element of 
D-SEP(&) ifund only ifit has the following properties: 
(i) Su uT~D(ua2)); 
(ii) S n u T=& 
(iii) for every double ray W, if W is an d-path then V(W) n S # 0 or E( W) n T # 0. 
Proof. The necessity is obvious. To prove the sufficiency we have to show that, if 
(S, T) satisfies conditions (i), (ii) and (iii), then any d-path W has a vertex in S or an 
edge in T. This is clear if Wis a double ray. Suppose that W is a ray or a path, and that 
V( W) n S = E( W) n T= 0. Thus W has at least an endpoint x which belongs to V, for 
some ZE U & such that, by the definition of V, and by condition (iii), there is an infinite 
set of pairwise internally disjoint rays in z originating at x and containing a vertex in 
S or an edge in T. But this implies that S u UT has an infinite subset which is 
concentrated in Z, thus gives rise to a contradiction with S u U TED( U&). cl 
The following result gives a useful and simple characterization of D-separable sets 
of subsets of ends. 
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3.5. Theorem (Polat [12,2.3]). d is D-separable if and only ifAt n Uj+iAj=Ofor 
every iEI. 
3.6. Theorem. For any set LZ? there is an element of DISJ(d) of maximum cardinality. 
Furthermore, if ~2 is D-separable and if disj(&) is infinite, then every element of 
DISJ(&) which is maximal with respect to inclusion, is of maximum cardinality. 
Proof. The first part is obvious when disj( d) is finite. Suppose that disj (d) is infinite. 
The case of D-separable d is solved by Theorem 3.3 of [12]. 
Assume first that disj(d) is uncountable, and let 9 be an element of DISJ(&) 
which is maximal with respect to inclusion. On the one hand, since every d-path is 
countable, I v(UL~)/G~~/+ o. On the other hand, by the maximality of 9, the pair 
( V( U 9), 8) is an &-separator; hence 1 V( U 9) I> disj (&). Therefore 19 I= disj (&). 
Assume now that d is not D-separable with disj(d)=o. Let 9 be an element 
of DISJ(d) which is maximal with respect to inclusion. We are done if 9 is 
infinite. Suppose that 9 is finite. Then, since disj(d) =o and since 9 is maximal, 
C@ has an infinite element containing a ray R such that, for any positive integer 
n, there is a ~,,EDISJ(&) with la”1 >n and Wn R # 8 for all WEAL. Thus 
z:= [ Rlo~At n Uj zjAj for some ie:I. 
By 1.9 there is an ending H of G containing R. Let 
8:={XE~~_,: X’~,_,(~i)=~:c-H(2j) f or some (zi,Zj)EAi x Aj with i #j}. 
Any XEQ contains an d-path W,. Thus { Wx: XEB}EDISJ(&). Hence we are done if 
8 is infinite. 
Suppose that 8 is finite, or simply and without loss of generality, that tI = 8. We can 
even suppose that, for each component X of G-H, there is an i(X)EZ, thus just one, 
such that 2,(G) n U& c Ai( S’ mce rEUj+iAj, the set u (W(H,X): XEG~~-n and 
i(X) # i} is concentrated in r. We will distinguish two cases. 
Case 1: There is a jEl-- {i} such that u {B(H,X): X&+Hand i(X) #j} is not 
concentrated in r. 
By the definition of the ray R, this implies that ~EA~-A~, and that disj(z, Aj)=W. 
Thus m(z)>w since, by [lo, Proposition 2.21, if m(z) is finite then so is 1 V,l, hence 
disj(s,Aj)dm(z)+l V,l CO. By axioms (M5) and (M6) of 1.8 of an ending, if zH is the 
end of H, then VT,, = V, and m(zn) = m(z). Since Z~Aj, there exists an infinite set 3 of 
pairwise disjoint rays having only their endpoints in H, such that [ W]oEAi for every 
WE&!‘, and z is an accumulation point of {[WIG: WE%?}. Thus the set 
S:= V(H) n v(UB) of endpoints of these rays is an infinite subset of V(H) concen- 
trated in rH. By Lemma 1.6, since m(zn) is infinite, there is an infinite set 2~ of 
pairwise disjoint rays of H, thus in z, originating in S. Let SH be the set of endpoints 
of those rays. SH is an infinite subset of S. For any SES~ we denote by RS 
(resp. RHS) the element of C% (resp. .%YH) whose endpoint is s. Then {R” u RnS: 
sESH}EDISJ(Z,Aj) ~ DISJ(d). 
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Case 2: For any jEl-{i} the set U{g(H,X): XE’+?+~ and i(X) #j} is concen- 
trated in r. 
Let R:=(xe,xr, . . . ). We will define an infinite sequence (R,), <w of pairwise 
disjoint rays, satisfying the following properties: for any n 
- CRnIGEAj(n)> with j(2n) # j(2n + 1); 
- F(& n R)= {Xk(“))> and Xk(n) is the endpoint of R,, with k(n)< k(n+ 1). 
R, is any ray of G originating at a vertex xk(,,) of V(R), such that [R,]G~Ud-(z}. 
We set j(O):=i(V,_,(R,)). Suppose that R, is defined for some nonnegative integer n. 
The set 
Kn:={&: kbk(n)} u Up<n(V(RPnH)u~(H,~~-~(Rp)) 
is finite. Thus, there is a component X of G-H such that X s %‘c_K,(r)), which we 
can choose, in account of the hypothesis, so that i(X) #j(n) if n is even. Then, let 
R n+1 be a ray of G-K, originating at a vertex Xk(,,+ i) of R, with 
V(R,+ I n R)={&(n+l)}, CRn+,lGEAi(x) and WG-H(R~+I)=X. Let An+ l)=i(W, 
thus j(n+ 1) #j(n) if II is even; furthermore k(n)< k(n+ 1). Therefore 
{Rxn ” <sxk(2n)> ...jXk(2n+ 1) > u R2n+1: n<o}~DISJ(dol). 0 
3.7. Notation. We set 
(1) sep(d):=inf{ l(S, 7’)I: (S, T)ESEP(&‘)} where 
and where for a set X, LlXl/2] 1s max{nEN: nblX1/2} if X is finite, and 1x1 
otherwise. 
(2) D-sep(&) is inf{l(S, T)I: (S, T)ED-SEP(&)} or sup(D-sep(g): 99dd and 
g is D-separable} according as d is D-separable or not. 
(3) sep*(d) is D-sep(d) or sep(z2) according as D-sep(&) is finite or not. 
(4) sep,(&‘), D-sep,(&), and sepz(&) are defined similarly. 
4. Main results 
4.1. Theorem (Polat [ 11, Theorem 3.31 and Polat [ 12, Theorem 41). If d is D- 
separable then disj (d) = D-sep( &‘). Furthermore ifI d I = 2 then disj (d) = D-sep,( 1;4). 
4.2. Theorem. For any d, disj(&) = sep*(&‘). Furthermore if Is2 I = 2 then 
disj(zd)=sep:(&‘)). 
Proof. Clearly disj(&) dsep(&). We are done if lal is D-separable by Theorem 4.1. 
Suppose that A? is not D-separable. By Theorem 3.6 there is a ~EDISJ(&) of 
maximum cardinality, and we can choose it being maximal with respect to inclusion. 
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(a) If 9 is finite, then there exists 9k A!’ with u99 finite, such that ~EDISJ(~~). 
98 is D-separable since u a is finite, hence 19 I= D-sep( &) = sep*(&). 
(b) If 9 is infinite, then (V( Ug), 8), which is an &-separator in account 
of the maximality of 9, is such that I(V(u~)),~)=I(~(/‘(u~)I=I~I. Thus 
disj(zZ)= sep(&‘). On the other hand, for any finite 9’ E 9, there is g9,a LX! which is 
D-separable and such that ~‘EDISJ(~#~). Thus D-sep(&) is infinite, hence 
sep*(&)=sep(&‘)=disj(d). 
The proof is quite similar when Id I = 2. 0 
4.3. Remark. By the two preceding results we obtain immediately that if ~2 is 
D-separable then sep*(&‘) = sep( &‘) = D-sep( d). Furthermore if Id I = 2 then 
sep*(d)=sep,*(&)=sep,(&‘)=D-sep,(&). 
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